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HIGH TECH INDUSTRY

High Tech Industry
in Montana
by Larry D. Swanson
or regions seeking
economic devel
opment, high tech
industries can
look
very
desirable. Historically, high
tech firm s have been
associated with rapid growth
and well-paid, highly-trained
workforces. Yet for many
rural communities especially,
attracting such firms seems a
long shot indeed.
What exactly is a high
technology industry? What
are its attributes? H ow
extensive is the distribution
of high tech firms in the rural
West, and Montana in
particular? Can Montanans
realistically expect growth
and development in this
sector? On what factors
might such growth depend?

concentrated in a few select
metropolitan areas, such as
Northern California's Silicon
Valley, Route 128 near Boston,
and North Carolina's Research
Triangle Park. The realities of
location —and definition -- are
more complex, however.

F

Popular Notions of
High Tech
In popular nomenclature, the term
"high technology" has com e to
mean "industries involved with
computers, telecommunications,
electronics, biotechnology, and other
emerging and rapidly evolving
technologies."1The term also may
elicit visions of m odem facilities
filled with robots, lasers, vast banks
of computers, and elaborate
laboratories.

2

What is a High Tech
Industry

While high technology firms may
not always take on this outward
appearance, several characteristics
are com m only associated with
them. They tend to be heavily
dependent upon research and
development (R&D) activity and
they em p loy relatively high
percentages of scientists and
engineers in their workforces. Also,
they tend to be relatively fastgrowing industries.
Location figures into popular
notions too. High technology firms
are thought to be heavily

Popular notions fall short if
you want to more accurately
examine the composition of
this economic sector. "[E]very
formal research study of hightechnology development has
had to struggle to arrive at an
.operational definition of 'high
technology'
firm s
or
in dustries."2 Generally,
though, two indicators are
used: 1) an industry's reliance
upon research and development, as
m easured by the ratio of R&D
expenditures to sales, and 2) the
percentage of an industry's workforce
which is composed of scientists and
engineers.
The National Science Foundation
(NSF) has compiled data on public
and private R&D activity in the U.S.
for many years. During the 1970s,
U.S. R&D spending increased by over
17 percent in constant dollars (see
figure 2). Through the first eight years
of the 1980s, R&D spending has
accelerated, increasing by well over 40
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percent. W hile the federal
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
government and private industry (BLS) uses these same criteria —R&D
share about equally in funding R&D, expenditures and employment of
in 1988 over 70 percent of this scientists and engineers —to define
research was performed by industry, several categories of high tech
much of it directed at new product industry. D epending on which
category is examined, jobs in this
development.
Overall, the number of scientists sector represented anywhere from 3
and engineers employed in R&D to 13 percent of the total U.S. work
activities by industry, government, force in 1982.1High tech industries
and academia has been growing increased their employment by 25 to
steadily. It rose from 544,000 in 1970 40 percent in the 1970s while overall
to 651,000 in 1980 (a 20 percent employment grew by 20 percent.
A frequently used, middle-range
increase) and to 806,000 in 1987 (a 24
definition and listing of high tech
percent increase since 1980).3

industries was developed in a 1983
study by the Brookings Institution.4
In this system, industries are
considered high tech if more than 8
percent of their workers are in
scientific, engineering, and technical
occupations, with at least 5 percent
in a more narrow class of scientists
and engineers. Industries not
meeting this criterion may still
qualify as high tech under the
Brookings system, if their direct and
indirect R&D expen ditures in
relation to sales are relatively high.

Figure 1

High Tech Entrepreneurs in the Nonmetro West
A recent study sought to identify recently founded (between 1976 and 1986), locally owned and operated (nonbranch), locally-generated (not previously located in another community) high technology firms located in non
metropolitan areas of the Western United States. Locations are indicated on the map.

The "greatest concentrations of new nonmetro
high tech firms" are in western Oregon in the
Williamette Valley, along the western slope of
the Rocky Mountains in Colorado and New
Mexico, and "in or near the university towns
and recreation-oriented areas of Idaho and
western Montana."
—study report --

• One firm
■ Two firms
a Three or
more firms
$8} Metro Counties*

■Counties with a population concentration of at least 50,000 people in the 1980Census.
Source: Barkley, Smith and Coupal, 1990 (High Tech Entrepreneurs in the Nonmetro West: Who is Starting What?, Western Rural Development Center,
Oregon State University, Corvallis).
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Figure 2

G row th in Research & D ev elop m en t
U.S. R&D Expenditures by Source of Funds

manufacturing plants, with heavy
reliance on less-trained, lower-paid
workers who conduct relatively
routine assem bly and material
processing tasks.

High Tech Industry in the
"Nonmetro West"

R & D E xpenditures b y P erform in g Sector, 1988

‘
Includes research by universities and colleges, university-affiliated
federally-funded R&D centers, and nonprofit institutions.
Source: U.S. National Science Foundation, 1989.

The
resulting
list
of
"m anufacturing and business
services sectors contain most of the
industries passin g the hightechnology criteria."1 This list of
industries adapted to 1987 SIC code
revisions is shown in table 1.

the high tech n ology sector is
decentralizing to rural areas and that
the employment growth in this
sector greatly exceeds that of the less
technical,
traditional
rural
manufacturers."6Some suggest this
trend offers promise to struggling
nonmetropolitan regions heavily
Industry Distribution
dependent
u pon
declining
A 1982 study of high tech industry traditional industries —the promise
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics of new, cutting ed ge industry
concluded that about six of every ten providing jobs for well-educated,
high tech jobs were located in the ten highly-paid workforces.
But while high tech industry may
most populous states. Anywhere
from 70 to 90 percent of these jobs be spreading regionally, som e
were concentrated in these states7 research indicates this mainly
largest metropolitan areas.5Popular involves branch facilities of larger,
notions about the regional multi-state firms. And these branch
have
different
distribution of high tech jobs, then, operations
characteristics from their high tech
at first glance seem confirmed.
However, several more recent parent facilities. Their workforces
studies suggest that "production in more closely resemble traditional

4

Recent research on manufacturers
located in nonmetropolitan counties
of eleven western states (including
Montana) sheds additional light on
the rural economic development
potential of high tech industry. A
1989 study of these nonmetropolitan
facilities and plants concluded:
"H igh tech manufacturers are
locating in rural areas and the
potential for future growth in this
sector is good."7
Regarding the composition of these
companies7 workforces, the study
found that com pared on a
percentage basis with low tech
manufacturers,
high
tech
manufacturers have three times
more employees in highly skilled
categories and half again fewer
employees in the lowest skilled
categories.
The study found that high tech
firms in general rely much more on
highly-educated,
better-paid
workers. But it also found that
significant differences in workforces
do exist among different types of
high tech firms. The highly skilled
w orkers am ong high tech
manufacturers
are
heavily
concentrated in "single unit" or
independently owned and operated
operations. Among branch plants or
subsidiary operations, workforces
are indeed "concentrated in the less
skilled production occupations . .
characteristic of the established,
routine production processes."7
Branch plants primarily exist to
"produce an already-developed
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product," not to d ev elop new
products. And their w orkforce
composition reflects it. Significantly,
though, of 565 high tech
m anufacturing establishm ents
identified in the nonmetro West,
three-fourths w ere single-unit
facilities, not branch plants as other
studies had implied.
A subset of these 565 firms was
then examined in a subsequent
study.6 The subset included only
those firms which were largely
locally-operated,
single-unit
operations. Of these, only businesses
founded after 1976 ("recent start
ups") which hadn't previously
operated at another location and
were therefore largely "locallygenerated" as well were studied.
The study identified a total of 82
high tech manufacturers meeting
these criteria. These firms fell into
three general categories: healthrelated product manufacturers;
manufacturers of products used by
natural resource industries (such as
m ining and agriculture); and
manufacturers
of
assorted
electronics, control devices, and
instruments.
In surveying these firms, the study
found that most of the entrepreneurs
starting these businesses were very
well-educated. Nearly 60 percent
had undergraduate or graduate
college degrees. Many entrepeneurs
had moved from outside the state
before starting their businesses.
Their firms tended to start small,
"averaging only five employees in
their first year of operation." At the
time of the study, the firms averaged
eighteen em p loyees and were
continuing to grow.
The firms were "strongly exportoriented with respect to both the
county and the state, creating local
jobs and income from nonlocal
earnings." Moreover, anywhere

M ontana Business Quarterly/W inter 1990

from 30 to 50 percent o f the
company's inputs were purchased
locally, depending upon the type of
high tech firm involved.
Interestingly, what the study called
"distinct geographical patterns"
were revealed in the locations of
these high tech manufacturers (see
figure 1). "Thirty-six of the eightytwo new starts were located in
counties near regional high tech
centers...Of the remaining forty-six
firms, twenty-five were located in or
near the university towns and
recreation-oriented areas of Idaho
and western Montana, and eleven
manufacturers were in the mining
and oil-based communities on the
w estern slo p es of the Rocky
Mountains. Thus, relatively few of
the new firm s started in
communities that lacked obvious
locational advantages or desirable
amenities."6
For som e nonm etropolitan
communities, then, "the goal of
attracting high tech industry . . is
realistic."

payments were 80 percent of total
labor income among all Montana's
manufacturing sectors, suggesting
that 20 percent came from selfemploym ent. H owever, in the
services sector as a whole, wage and
salary payments represented only 57
percent of total labor income, which
suggests a much higher ratio of selfemployment. These ratios were
applied to the high tech
manufacturing and service sectors,
respectively.
In order to gauge recent growth in
Montana's high tech industries, data
was compiled for two years (1979
and 1989). (See table 1.) Briefly, in
1989 there were 204 private, high
tech establishments operating in
Montana, up from 110 ten years
earlier.
Petroleum refining (SIC 291) is by
far the largest sector, and one whose
performance significantly affects
Montana's overall high tech
em ploym ent picture. SIC 291
accounted for 43 percent of the
state's high tech employment in 1979
but dropped to 29 percent in 1989.
Extent of High Tech
Wage and salary payments received
by
workers were $28.8 million in
Industry in Montana
1989, or 70 percent of total labor
High tech activity in Montana is income. (Precise figures are available
som ew hat difficult to analyze for the petroleum refining sector's
because, for some sectors, the data total income.)
excludes self-employment income.
A m ong other types of highAnd among high tech businesses, technology manufacturers, the
self-employment may represent a number of establishments increased
significant portion of total labor considerably. Wage and salary
income. H owever, reasonable employment, however, only grew
estimates of total labor income for all slightly - from 1,008 workers in 1979
high tech sectors can be derived.
to 1,097 in 1989. Wage and salary
For this study, data on wage and payments for these workers reached
salary payments and employment $27
million.
U sing
the
for workers covered by the state's manufacturing industries ratio
unemployment insurance program described earlier, total labor income
was compiled for a list of high tech for the non-petroleum high tech
industries. Self-employment income sector is estimated at $33.8 million.
was derived using the following
The greatest high tech industry
ratios. In 1989, wage and salary growth occured among service
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Table 1

High Tech Industries and Their Presence in Montana,
1979 & 1989
N u m b er o f
W a g e &Salary
W &S Paym ents
E stablishm ents1*

SIC

Industry S ecto rs
—

281
282
283
286
289
351
353
356
357
362
366
367
365
372
348
376

381
382
384
385
386
387

1979

E m p loy m en t

(thous. $89)

1979

1989

1979

1989

487

430

$15,530

■ - ,•
103

- .
140

$2,345

$2,490

310

243

$5,346

$4,794

—

—

~

—

3

145

$39

$4,438

105

139

$2,203

$2,188

—

—

H ig h T e c h M a n u f a c t u r in g S e c to r s * —

Industrial inorganic chemicals
Plastics materials, synthetic resins other
man-made fibers
Drugs
Industrial organic materials
Miscellaneous chemical products
Engines
turbines
Construction/mining machinery & equipment
General industrial machinery
equipment
Computer
office equipment
Electrical industrial apparatus
Communication equipment
Electronic components
accessories
Household audio
video equipment
Aircraft
parts
Ordnance
accessories
Guided missiles
space vehicles
parts
Detection & guidance instruments & equipment
Measuring & control instruments
Surgical, medical, dental instruments & supplies
Ophthalmic goods
Photographies equipment & supplies
Watches, clocks & parts

&

&

&

&

&
&

&

&

&

&

H.T. Manufacturers Subtotals

291

1989

Petroleum refining

5
none

1

1

3
none
3

2

none
none

1

4
none
-

1

none
1
none
3
2
1
none

7

1

\
;

2
2 i

|
1
1\
5 J
2
21
1f

3
none

8

none
4
5 ,
none >

1
5 J
13
3 >
1J
none

fcjiipi

$13,107

li

-

28

76

1,008

1,097

$25,463

$27,017

16

7

1,042

797

$38,369

$28,754

9

37

41

238

$841

$5,268

34

22

225

156

$4,432

$2,461

5
18

39
23

51
58

320
116

$1,053
$1,284

$9,267
$1,946

66

121

375

830

$7,610

$18,942

110

204

2,425

2,724

$71,442

$74,713

----------- H igh T ech S erv ice S ectors* -----------

7371Qj Computer programming and software design &
7372 J* development
7373J
7374 \ Computer-related data processing &
7375 [■ information retrieval
7376 J
8731
Commercial physical & biological research
8734
Commercial testing laboratories
H.T. Services Subtotals

High Tech Industries Totals

'Delineation of "High Tech”sectors is based upon a study by the Brookings Institution (Armington, C.. C. Harris and M. Odlc, "Formation and Growth in
High Technology Business: A Regional Assessment,”Washington. D.C., 1983). High tech industries in the Brookings study were identified according to
the 1977 Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. These were adapted to conform with 1987 SIC codes.
bEstablishments with payrolls and covered by the state-administered unemployment insurance program.
Source: Department o f Labor & Industry, State o f Montana (wage and salary estimates).
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sectors. The state's total number of
establishm ents en ga ged
in
computer programming, software
development, and data processing
increased from forty-three to fiftynine. Employment among these
firms increased from 266 to 394
workers. W age and salary
payments rose from $5.3 million to
$7.7 million.
Another subset of the service
sector, commercial physical and
biological research facilities, and
testing laboratories increased from
twenty-three establishments in 1979
to sixty-two in 1989. Wage and
salary employment among these
firms increased from 109 employees
to 436 during the same period;
wage and salary payrolls grew from
$2.3 million to $11.2 million.
Using the services industries ratio
described earlier, the total labor
income for Montana's high tech
services
(including
selfemployment) would approximate
$34 million in 1989.
As a whole, then, Montana's high
tech industry currently accounts for
just over $75 million in wages and
salaries. Total labor income for all
sectors is probably in the range of
$105 to $110 million.
With the exception of petroleum
refining, growth within Montana's
high tech sectors exceeds that of
other sectors. (See figure 3.) From
1979 to 1989, the number of high
tech manufacturing establishments
(other than refineries) increased by
171 percent. Other manufacturing
sectors declined by 4 percent. All
other industries in Montana
experienced a small increase, 5
percent. Employment among these
same high tech manufacturers
increased by 9 percent versus an 18
percent declin e am ong other
manufacturers.
High tech service establishments

Montana Business QuarterlyI Winter 1990

Figure 3

High Tech Industry Growth in Montana
Percent Change, 1979 - 89

Share of Overall Industry Activity

1979

1989

H igh Tech m anufacturing (other than
petro refining) as a percent o f all
m anufacturing

W & S E m ploym ent

3.8%

4.9%

W & S Payments

3.7%

5.4%

H ig h T ech services as a percent o f all

W & S E m ploym ent

0.7%

1.2%

W & S Payments

1.0%

1.9%

W & S E m ploym ent

0.9%

1.0%

W & S Payments

1.4%

1.6%

All H igh Tech industries as a percent
o f all industries

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana (using State Department of Labor and Industry wage
and salary data).

increased by 86 percent during the
period, out-performing other service
sectors which increased by 27
percent. Perhaps the most significant
growth in Montana's high tech
industries occured in high tech
service employment and payrolls.
These grew by 121 percent and 149
percent, respectively, during the
period.
While some of these growth rates
are impressive, the overall industry
activity share remains quite small.
As shown at the bottom of figure 3,
high tech industries as a whole
accounted for only 1 percent of all
wage and salary employment and
1.6 percent of all wage and salary

payments in 1989.
This finding isn't too surprising. As
indicated in the nationw ide
assessment of high tech industry by
OTA in 1984, "[b]y any definition ..,
high-technology industries are
expected to grow somewhat faster
than will overall employment over
the next decade. Because of their
relatively small employment base,
however, these industries w ill
directly account for only a small
fraction of total em ploym ent
growth."1
Recent studies indicate that U.S.
high technology industry, once
concentrated in a few metropolitan
areas,
is
spreadin g
into

7
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Figure 4

High Tech Industry Location Factors
Relative im portance o f area characteristics for nonm etropolitan
com m unities in the W est as sites for small, non-branch high tech firms.

High tech industry employment
will provide jobs to only a fraction of
the state's workforce well into the
future. But continuing growth in
these industries is a welcom e
addition
to
a
som ewhat
deteriorating economic base. n
Larry D. Swanson is director of
economic analysis, Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, University of
Montana, Missoula.
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traditional industries, proximity to
input sources and product markets
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tech businesses than such factors as
local amenities, the quality of
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established
and
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biotechnology-related research by
federal agencies in the region and
by area universities.8
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HEALTH CARE

Montana’
s Changing
Health Care Sector
by Rudyard Goode
This article is the second in the Montana B usiness Quarterly's expanding
coverage of an expanding Montana business sector, the health services indus
try. Health services now account for over $1 billion per year of econom ic activ
ity in the state, and employ one in ten of Montana’
s workers. And Montanans
not employed in the sector are surely affected by it.
Few issues in the state - or the country for that matter - are as pervasively
important as health care. We worry about how to make health care available to
those who need it. We fret over the quality of care. And most of all, we wonder

Figure 1

R eceipts b y P rovider G rou p
Montana, 1987
Total $1.05 billion

how to pay for it.
Solving such problems is beyond the scop e of the Quarterly, of course. But
we can examine som e characteristics of the industry in Montana. Specifically,
this article will focus on the size, growth, distribution, and changes in the health
services industry over the decade 1977-1987.
(For an in-depth analysis of employment patterns in the industry, se e the
Quarterly's Winter 1989 issue. A forthcoming article will examine issues of fi
nancing.)

Provider Categories

Total may not add due to rounding
Source: 1987 Census of Service Industries.

Rudyard Goode is professor of
finance, School of Business Admini
stration, University of Montana, Mis
soula.

Montana Business Quarterly/Winter 1990

he Bureau of the Census
identifies four types of
health care providers:
(1) Hospitals, which in
Montana are nearly all
acute care establishments; (2) Prac
titioners, including physicians,
dentists, chiropractors, osteopaths,
and other licensed (and some unli
censed) professionals; (3) Nursing
homes and similar long term care
(LTC) facilities; and (4) Other,
which includes laboratories, home
health agencies, some outpatient
facilities, and a miscellany of other
providers.
See figure 1 for the 1987 distri
bution of receipts among the four
categories of Montana health

providers. Briefly, total receipts ex
ceeded $1.05 billion. Hospitals and
practitioners accounted for a hefty
88.8 percent of the total.
The Census of Service Indus
tries provides a good statewide
overview of Montana's health care
industry as it existed in 1987. It
does not, however, describe the in
dustry's changes over time -- and
there have been several significant
changes in the past decade. Nor
does it address geographic vari
ations across the state. For this in
formation we must turn to other
sources: the annual Montana
Health Data Book and Medical Facili
ties Inventory.
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Table 1

Hospital Sector - Size and Activity
1977-1987
P ercen t
C h an ge

P erc en tage
o f T otal

1977

1987

1977-1987

1977

1987

Big Three*
Big Sevenb
Rest o f State'

1,296
2,022
1,394

1,347
1,999
1,214

3.9
-1.1
-12.9

37.9
59.2
40.8

41.9
62.2
37.8

State Total

3,416

3,213

-5.9

100.0

100.0

312,251 292,364
456,818 396,960
228,112 128,461

-6.4
-13.1
-43.7

45.6
66.7
33.3

55.6
75.6
24.4

684,930 525,421

-23.3

100.0

100.0

48,679
70,969
33,236

-12.0
-14.1
-32.0

42.1
62.8
37.2

46.7
68.1
31.9

131,462 104,205

-20.7

100.0

100.0

Licensed Beds

Inpatient Days
Big Three
Big Seven
Rest of State
State Total

Admissions
Big Three
Big Seven
Rest o f State
State Total

55,326
82,597
48,865

Operating Expenditures (in millions o f current dollars)
Big Three
Big Seven
Rest o f State
State Total

$58.5
$85.2
$38.7

$217.4
$289.5
$ 96.1

271.6
239.8
148.3

47.2
68.8
31.2

56.4
75.1
24.9

$123.9

$385.7

211.3

100.0

100.0

aYellowstone, Cascade, and Missoula counties.
bThe "Big Three" counties plus Flathead. Gallatin. Lewis & Clark, and Butte-Silverbow
counties.
cThe foity-nine remaining counties not in the "Big Seven."
Totals may not add because o f rounding.
Sources: Montana Health Data Book and Medical Facilities Inventory (various
years, 1980-1988). Montana Department o f Health and Environmental Sciences,
Helena, Montana.

What follows is an analysis of
changes over time and of geo
graphic distribution for each of the
four health care sectors in Mon
tana.

Changes in Hospital Activity
Hospitals: Size and activity in
this important sector can be meas
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ured by counting hospital beds,
inpatient days, and admissions
(see table 1 for more detail).
From 1977 to 1987, the number
of acute care hospitals in Montana
remained relatively constant at be
tween fifty-five and sixty. The
number of licensed beds declined
during the same period by about 6
percent to a little over 3,200. The

closure of two hospitals, one in
Butte and the other in Missoula,
accounted for most of this drop.
(Note that licensed beds refers
to a legal capacity which remains
stable or changes slowly. Staffed
or operated beds, on the other
hand, are tied more closely to ac
tual activity.)
Inpatient days also reveal
trends in hospital activity. Over
the decade 1977-1987, the total
number of inpatient days slumped
by nearly one-fourth. Interest
ingly, inpatient days were on the
rise until 1983-84 when diagnosisrelated group (DRG) reimburse
ment for Medicare patients was in
troduced. Previously, Medicare re
imbursed hospitals on the basis of
costs incurred. After 1983-84, a
schedule of standardized pay
ments was in effect.
The number of hospital admis
sions also declined over the dec
ade —from about 131,000 to less
than 105,000, a hefty 20 percent
slide also correlated in part with
the onset of DRG reimbursement.
A final comparison highlights
one of the industry's (and its
clients') major concerns -- runaway
costs. Expressed in 1989 dollars,
Montana's general acute care hos
pitals' operating expenses rose
from $233 million in 1977 to $413
million in 1987. In "real" terms,
these figures represent a 75 per
cent increase.
Hospitals and their customers
have been dealt a double blow
over the past decade. Huge in
creases in operating expenses
pumped up rates. Substantial de
clines in hospital activity further
pressured rates upward. No won
der Montana (and the rest of the
country) is in the midst of a health
care cost crisis.
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Distribution of Hospital
Activitiy
What about geographic distri
bution of hospitals in Montana?
As with the Quarterly's first article
in this series, we will distinguish
here between primary and secon
dary health service centers chiefly
on the basis of county population.
Thus, primary centers exist in
Billings, Great Falls, and Mis
soula; Bozeman, Butte, Helena,
and Kalispell house secondary
centers. Primary centers' respec
tive counties -- Yellowstone, Cas
cade, and Missoula —are referred
to as the "Big Three." These and
the counties of the secondary cen
ters -- Gallatin, Silver Bow, Lewis
and Clark, and Flathead -- to
gether comprise the "Big Seven."
Montana's remaining forty-nine
counties are the "Rest of the
State."
By 1987, Big Three health cen
ters housed more than four in ten
of the state's total hospital beds.
The Big Seven accounted for more
than six in ten, leaving less than
40 percent of the state's hospital
beds in the Rest of the State -- a
proportion that has declined
steadily since 1977.
Geographic distribution of in
patient days shows an even
greater concentration within the
Big Seven counties. In 1977, they
accounted for a little less than
two-thirds of the total inpatient
days. Ten years later, the Big
Seven's share exceeded threequarters. In other words, the frac
tion of inpatient days in the Rest
of the State slid from more than
one-third to less than one-quarter,
a decline of nearly 45 percent (see
figure 2 for more detail).
Practitioners: Little informa
tion is available for this sector.
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despite the fact that it accounts
for more than one-third of health
care receipts in Montana. Report
ing requirements —at least to
public agencies -- are minimal for
this group, but we can measure
gross receipts and covered em
ployment.
In 1987 more than 80 percent
of this group's receipts were gen
erated by offices and clinics of
physicians and dentists. The Cen
sus of Service Industries reported
a more than 60 percent employ
ment increase for practitioners'
offices and clinics over the decade
1977-87. Practitioner growth rate
then, about equaled that of hospi
tals and was a little less rapid
than occured in the entire health
care sector.
Long Term Care (LTC) Facili
ties: As with hospitals, activity in
the LTC sector can be measured
best by looking at the number of
beds and inpatient days (see table
2 and figure 3). The picture that
emerges for LTCs is quite differ
ent from that of hospitals, though.
More than half the total LTC beds
are outside the Big Seven. More
over, in contrast to hospitals, the
Rest of the State's fraction of LTC
licensed beds has grown slowly
over the decade; it increased 15
percent from 1977 to 1987 and the
bulk of this growth (two-thirds)
was outside the Big Seven. LTC
inpatient days also increased by
about 15 percent and the geo
graphic distribution was much
the same.
Significantly, non-urban coun
ties house just over half of the
LTC industry in Montana. And
unlike its hospitals, Montana's
long term care facilities have been
enjoying a decade of slow but ap
parently steady growth.

Figure 2

C h an ges in the H ospital
Sector, 1977 -1987
(Percent of total)
Licensed Beds

Sources: See table 1 on p a g e 10.
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Figure 3

C hanges in the Long-term
Care Sector, 1977 - 1987
(Percent of total)

Table 2

Long-Term Care Sector - Size and
Activity, 1977-1987
1977

1987

Percent
Change
1977-1987

Big Three*
Big Sevenb
Rest o f State'

1,348
2,707
2,669

1,494
2,931
3,248

10.8
8.3
21.7

25.1
50.4
49.6

24.2
47.4
52.6

State Total

5,376

6,179

14.9

100.0

100.0

Licensed Beds

Percentage
o f Total
1977
1987

Licensed Beds

Inpatient Days
Big Three
Big Seven
Rest o f State
State Total

460,822 519,573
883,192 956,875
906,754 1,093,642

12.7
8.3

20.6

25.7
49.3
50.7

25.3
46.7
53.3

1,789,946 2,050,517

14.6

100.0

100.0

Totals may not add because of rounding.
Sources: Montana Health Data Book and M edical Facilities Inventory (various years,
1980-1988), Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, Helena,
Montana.

S ou rces: S ee tab le 2.

While the total number of li
censed LTC facilities grew by
about 10 percent from 1977 to
1987, a number of hospitals began
providing long term care through
the use of "swing beds." These
beds operate flexibly according to
demand and may be occupied by
acute care hospital patients as
needed, or shifted for use by
those requiring a lower level of

12

care but a longer stay. Swing beds
exist primarily in smaller rural
hospitals, and do not constitute a
significant fraction of the state's to
tal LTC capacity. However, swing
beds do point toward an organiza
tional change in the provider com
munity.
Other Health Care Providers:
This sector is the smallest and
most diverse of the four. It in
cludes medical and dental labora
tories, home health care agencies,
and specialty outpatient clinics
treating, for instance, drug, alco
hol, or obesity problems. Home
health agencies and specialty out
patient providers are rapidly
growing alternatives to more ex
pensive forms of health care in the
state. Collectively, this category
accounted for about 7 percent of
Montana's 1987 health care em
ployment.

Conclusion

aYellowstone, Cascade,
and Missoula counties.
bThe "Big Three"
counties plus Flathead,
Gallatin, Lewis &
Clark, and ButteSilverbow counties.
cThe forty-nine
remaining counties not
in the "Big Seven."

•Hospital usage in Montana has
declined sharply in recent years
and has shifted from the less
populated areas to the three pri
mary health care centers. This
combination of absolute decline
and shift in service areas creates a
"have not" situation for many
people. Montanans' access to care
is further threatened when many
hospitals struggle to remain open.
Moreover, concerns about cost and
quality invariably arise.
•Contrasting sharply with hospi
tals, long term care facilities grew
in both size and usage over the
past decade. Further, although all
parts of the state shared in the
growth, less populated areas
showed the most gain. This
broader geographic distribution
provides somewhat greater but far
from universal access, and lower
intensity of care mitigates some
concerns about quality. But the
matter of runaway cost remains.

What conclusions can we
make, based on this data?
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Higher Education in Montana
Public Perceptions and Preferences
by Susan Selig Wallwork

T

he Education Commission for the Nineties
and Beyond was created in late 1989 by ex
ecutive order o f the Governor o f Montana.

Broadly stated, its charge was to review higher educa
tion in Montana and anticipate future needs, includ
ing any revisions to the higher education system. The
Commission held various meetings and public hear
ings throughout Montana to gather information and
opinions. In addition, it authorized a survey o f Mon
tana public opinion on a number o f specific issues and
concerns. That survey was conducted in March 1990
by the University o f Montana Bureau o f Business and
Economic Research.1

A total o f 401 adult M ontanans w ere interview ed
by telephone; giv en this sam ple size, at the 95
percent confidence level, the m axim um error
margin is +/-5 percent.
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Selected Statements about
State-Supported Postsecon
dary Education in Montana
Response Summary (n=401)
Montana's postsecondary
education system should
provide all the undergradu
ate and vocational programs
Montanans want, so they
don't have to go out of the
state.
A gree............... 74%
D isagree............25%
No O pinion.......... 2%

There should be "open door"
admissions in the four-year
colleges, so that students
who are not as well-prepared
academically may have a
chance for such education.
A gree............... 68%
D isagree............23%
No O pinion.......... 5%

There should be enough four3 year
colleges and universities
throughout the state so that
travel distances are reduced
to ensure that all students
have convenient access.
A gree............... 52%
D isagree............43%
No O pinion.......... 5%

I'm willing to pay higher
4 taxes
to maintain the

postsecondary programs
and schools we have now.
A gree............... 60%
D isagree............36%
No O pinion.......... 4%

share of the educa
5 Ationlarger
costs should be paid by
the students, and their
families, through higher
tuition and fees.

A gree............... 34%
D isagree............61%
No O pinion.......... 6%
Source: Survey o f Montana public opinion,
March 1990 (University o f Montana, Bureau o f
Business and Econom ic Research, 1990).
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At the time of the survey,
which was prior to many of the
Commission's public meetings,
apparently few Montanans were
aware of the Commission and its
work. Among the survey respon
dents, eight in ten admitted they
were not familiar with the Com 
mission. Perhaps not surprisingly,
most respondents were quite com
plimentary of the quality of educa
tion at Montana's various higher
education institutions: universi
ties, four-year colleges, commu
nity colleges, and vocational-tech
centers. Most also considered
higher education costs to the state
and its taxpayers to be quite rea
sonable, in view of the perceived
benefits.
Interestingly though, what
some might construe as satisfac
tion with the system did not
appear to translate into compla
cency about the status of higher
education in Montana. The vast
majority of respondents acknowl
edged the need for some change
and improvement. Only 4 percent
considered the system basically
sound and effective and not in
need of any correction. By far the
most respondents, 55 percent, per
ceived the system to be essentially
sound but with some problems to
be fixed. Another 26 percent were
more critical; they labeled the
problems as serious and the sys
tem in need of change. A few re
spondents (4 percent) deemed the
system a mess and in need of fun
damental reform.
The survey elicited Montanans'
opinions on a number of aspects of
higher education in the state. The
issues raised could be grouped as
follows:
• Access to higher education;
• Cost and funding of higher
education; and

• Institutional roles.
Of course, many issues covered in
the survey impact more than one
aspect of higher education. For ex
ample, limits on student enroll
ment affect access to higher educa
tion as well as education costs.
The survey addressed a num
ber of issues that directly or
indirectly affect a Montanan's op
portunities for higher education in
the state. The survey results sug
gest that Montanans have consis
tent concerns about restricting
higher education access and
opportunities.

Access Issues
Respondents strongly sup
ported the idea of providing suffi
cient undergraduate and voca
tional programs so that Montan
ans need not go out of state (74
percent). To a lesser degree, they
also favored eliminating vocational.programs that have few job
opportunities in the state (57 per
cent). Applying that same job op
portunity standard to undergradu
ate professional programs, though,
generated a mixed reaction (49
percent favored elimination of
such programs, but 42 percent op
posed). Respondents also split
over the general idea of eliminat
ing some undergraduate degree
programs for cost reasons (39 per
cent in favor, 42 percent opposed).
At the same time, a good share
of the respondents expressed con
cern about duplication among de
gree programs in the system (48
percent agreed that there is some
unnecessary duplication; 18 per
cent disagreed).
Interestingly, respondents op
posed eliminating graduate pro
grams, even if they are readily
available in nearby states (64 per
cent). To a lesser degree, they also
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unsure. By contrast, a majority (68
percent) supported investment in
telecommunication and off-campus delivery systems to increase
access for Montanans, particularly
those in rural areas. Clearly,
though, Montanans would rather
their taxes go for quality education
than for convenient access (93 per
cent).
Montana's higher education
system currently includes fourteen
units: two universities; four fouryear colleges; three community
colleges; and five vocational-tech
nical centers. Criticism about the
number of units Montana sup
ports was most often linked to
concerns about increased costs
overall (56 percent). Some respon
dents (16 percent) felt the number
of units limited quality. Others (14
percent), expressed concerns about
both quality and costs. Despite
such criticism, a majority opposed
closing one or more units in order
to reduce costs (57 percent).
The cost of higher education, of
course, is a critical issue. As noted
earlier, most Montanans appear to
have a favorable view of the qual
ity of higher education in this state
and consider its cost a reasonable
one. A majority of respondents (60
percent) claimed they would pay
higher taxes to maintain the pro
grams and schools we have now.
A majority of respondents also
said they would pay higher taxes
to ensure a system competitive in
quality with neighboring states (66
percent). However, while some re
Education Costs
spondents (20 percent) felt Mon
tana should be spending about the
Public opinion is also mixed on
same as its neighboring states,
the question of whether Montana
most (61 percent) felt such com
currently supports too many higher
parisons shouldn't necessarily de
education units. While about four
termine Montana's funding levels.
respondents in ten disagreed,
Faculty salaries have also been
roughly as many agreed that there
an important issue in cost
are too many. Two in ten were

opposed the idea of eliminating
programs and courses, including
"enrichment" courses, that do not
lead to a degree (58 percent).
Limiting total enrollment in the
higher education system, even for
the sake of reducing the overall
cost, was clearly rejected by re
spondents (70 percent); a smaller
majority (52 percent) claimed they
would rather pay higher taxes
than limit enrollment. A similar
majority (51 percent) favored
stricter admission standards for
the universities. At the same time,
however, most respondents (68
percent) endorsed "open door"
admissions in the four-year col
leges for students who may not be
as well-prepared academically.
The vast majority viewed a com 
munity college as a good start on a
college education (85 percent).
These responses suggest the
view that while Montana's univer
sities may not be appropriate for
everybody, everybody in Montana
deserves to have some opportu
nity within the system.
Convenient geographic access
appears to be less important to
Montanans than other access con
siderations. In particular, provid
ing enough units for the sake of
convenient geographic access
(thereby reducing travel distances
within the state) garnered a mixed
reaction among respondents.
While roughly half (52 percent) en
dorsed the idea, almost as many
(43 percent) opposed it.
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Salaries for teachers in Mon
6 tana's
postsecondary schools
are generally too low.

A gre e............... 59%
D isagree............ 18%
No Opinion..........22%

e local tax funds should
7 Som
be used in all post secondary

schools, because the people
in the communities where the
schools are located receive
extra benefits.
A gree............... 74%
D isagree............ 18%
No Opinion.......... 8%

q

O

All the tax funding for the
postsecondary schools
should com e from state
revenues only, instead of
also using local tax funds for
som e of the units.
A gre e............... 39%
D isagree............ 51%
No Opinion..........10%

9

Montana's postsecondary
teachers are paid quite a lot
of money for the work they
do.
A gree............... 18%
D isagree............50%
No Opinion..........32%

Montana is currently supJLU porting too many units of
postsecondary education.
A gre e............... 36%
D isagree............44%
No Opinion......... 20%

n

lf we have to ch oose be
tween convenient a ccess to
programs throughout the
state, and the quality of the
programs, prefer to spend
my taxes on quality educa
tion.
A gre e............... 93%
D isagree............. 4%
No Opinion........... 3%
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ry I'm willing to pay higher
1.4m taxes to ensure an educa
tional system that is com 
petitive in quality with our
neighboring states.
A gree...............66%
D isagree............ 29%
No Opinion...........5%

B

Attending a community
college is a good way for a
person to begin his or her
college education.
A gree...............85%
D isagree............12%
No Opinion.......... 3%

-g * Montana's colleges and
JL rr universities should be more
involved in economic de
velopment activities, to
help the state and rural
communities.
A gree...............81%
D isagree............ 9%
No Opinion..........10%

«| p- Montana should invest the
telecommunications and offcampus delivery systems in
order to increase the access
to postsecondary education
for people in rural areas
who cannot easily get to the
schools.
A gree...............68%
D isagree............24%
No Opinion.......... 8%

There is unnecessary dupli-

10 cation in undergraduate

degree programs among
som e of the colleges and
universities in Montana.
A gree...............48%
D isagree............18%
No Opinion......... 35%

-t ^ All vocational-technical
JL/ courses and programs
should be offered only at the
vo-tech schools, and the
other education programs
should be handled by the
colleges and universities.
A gree...............52%
D isagree........... 38%
No Opinion......... 10%
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discussions. In the survey, few re
spondents (18 percent) disagreed
with the notion that faculty sala
ries are too low (59 percent
agreed). And similarly, few felt
that teachers are paid quite a lot
for what they do (18 percent).
Only about four respondents in
ten felt the state should bear the
full burden for funding higher
education (51 percent disagreed).
Most (74 percent) felt some fund
ing should come from local taxes
because of benefits that accrue to
communities where higher educa
tion units are located. At the same
time, a majority (61 percent) op
posed shifting a larger share of
education costs to students
through increased tuition and fees.
According to the Commission,
the overall cost of Montana's
higher education is related most to
the number of students being
served. Costs could be reduced or
contained, then, by limiting enroll
ment. Along that line, respondents
were asked their preference:
• To increase funding through
higher taxes so enrollment
would not have to be limited;
• To limit enrollment in order to
maintain current funding
levels; or
• To reduce enrollment in order
to reduce the funding currently
needed.
Most respondents, 52 percent, ac
tually said they would prefer to
pay higher taxes to avoid limiting
enrollment. A few volunteered
that there should be no limits
whatsoever on enrollment (2 per
cent), while another 3 percent said
they didn't agree with the premise
of the question. About 22 percent
opted for limiting enrollment in
order to maintain current costs
and funding levels, but very few
endorsed actual enrollment

reductions to reduce current costs
(4 percent).
Respondents were presented
with a number of possible ap
proaches to cost and/or enroll
ment limits. In general, Montan
ans appear more likely to support
elimination of vocational pro
grams than of undergraduate pro
grams at the college or university
level. They also are somewhat
more likely to support increased
admission standards for the two
universities. However, despite the
worthy objective of cutting costs,
they apparently oppose closure of
any existing units; oppose elimi
nating nondegree programs and
courses, or graduate programs;
and especially oppose limiting to
tal enrollment in the system.

Institutional Roles
Roles or functions can vary
among the individual institutions
of a higher education system and
among the various types of institu
tions. Likewise, the role of the
higher education system itself can
change in the broader state pic
ture. A few of the items included
in the survey suggest Montanans
are receptive to some changes in
such institutional roles.
For example, respondents' sup
port for higher admission stan
dards at the universities and for
open admissions at other units,
and their view of community col
leges as a good place to start one's
college education, certainly sug
gest some receptiveness to
changes in existing institutional
roles.
One survey question raised the
issue of which units should be re
sponsible for vocational programs
and courses. A majority of respon
dents (52 percent) specifically
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endorsed the idea that all voca
tional-technical courses and pro
grams should be offered only at
the vo-tech schools.
Respondents also expressed
strong support for Montana's col
leges and universities becoming
more involved i*r economic devel
opment activities (81 percent).
One of the last survey questions
proposed organizing all four-year
and community colleges into a
statewide system of junior colleges
which would offer both under
graduate academic courses and
some vocational programs, and
would serve as a feeder system for
the two universities. Though not
actually under consideration, the
idea was presented primarily to

gauge the extent to which Montan
ans might be willing to accept a
significant revision of Montana's
higher education system. Interest
ingly, 66 percent of the respon
dents indicated they would favor
such a revision, while only about
27 percent were opposed.
Overall then, Montanans ap
pear to have strong feelings
against limiting access to higher
education, and may be willing to
pay higher taxes to maintain the
current system. They strongly op 
pose overall enrollment limits, but
may be receptive to some unit-spe
cific limitations. Montanans also
may be ready for very significant
reorganization of their higher edu
cation system. n

Eliminate any vocationaltechnical programs that
have very few job opportuni
ties in the state.
Favor.................57%
O pp ose.............. 36%
U ndecided............ 7%

Raise the minimum admis

standards for the two
19 sion
universities.
Favor.................51%
O pp ose.............. 40%
U ndecided............ 9%

Eliminate undergraduate

programs that
20 professional
have very few job opportu
nities in Montana.

Favor.................49%
O pp ose.............. 42%
U ndecided............10%

Eliminate som e under

21 graduate degree programs.
Susan Selig Walhvork is director of
survey research, Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, University of Mon
tana, Missoula.

Favor.................39%
O pp ose.............. 42%
U ndecided............19%

22

Close one or more of the
postsecondary schools.
Favor.................35%
O pp ose...............57%
U ndecided............ 8%

Eliminate all nondegree

or programs, in
23 courses
cluding "enrichment"
courses.

Favor................ 28%
O pp ose.............. 58%
U ndecided...........14%

Eliminate graduate pro

that are readily
24 grams
available in nearby states.
Favor.................23%
O pp ose.............. 64%
U ndecided...........12%

Limit the total number of

who can be
25 students
enrolled in the entire

postsecondary system.
Favor................ 22%
O pp ose.............. 70%
U ndecided............ 8%
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used in evaluating alternative tax systems will be
his discussion is heavily based upon testi
discussed.
mony by Carol Cohen, a senior analyst
Evaluation Criteria for State
with the U.S. Advisory Commission on In
tergovernmental Relations (ACIR). The ACIR is aand
per Local Tax Systems
manent national bipartisan body created by Congress
Perhaps the first test that a system of taxation
in 1959 to monitor fiscal conditions at all levels of gov
must meet is fiscal adequacy; that is, revenues raised
through taxation should be adequate to fund the
ernment in the U.S. and to recommend improvements.
prescribed
level of public services provided. Implicit
The article notes that use of general sales taxes by
in this notion of adequacy is that revenues should
states may promote more balanced and diversified tax
grow as the perceived need for additional expendi
systems. Parts of this analysis were presented by Ms.
tures on public programs grows.1In some cases,
taxes and expenditure needs grow together almost
Cohen at a meeting of the Montana Tax Reform Coali
automatically,
as with income growth and increased
tion in December, 1989. Her testimony was edited, up
demand for public services (although some adjust
dated, and expanded by Larry Swanson, director of
ments in tax rates still may be required).
economic analysis, Bureau of Business and
Another test most believe a good tax system
should
meet is that of economic neutrality; that is,
Economic Research.
similar businesses and economic activities should be
taxed in a similar manner. This serves to minimize
interference by the tax system in private economic
decisions and also helps make a state's tax system
more competitive with those of other states.2
One of the most widely accepted principles in
evaluating the appropriateness of a tax system is
equity. An equitable tax system is one that fairly dis
tributes the tax burdens across the population; it
taxes individuals in equal circumstances equally (re
ferred to as "horizontal equity") and taxes individu
als in unlike circumstances differently (referred to as
"vertical equity").3The proposition that taxpayers
should be taxed in relation to their ability to pay is
Tax reform has become a perennial issue in Mon
one of the most common notions of tax fairness. Ac
tana politics. Suggestions and proposals for the
cordingly, a "progressive" tax system is one where
reform of state and local taxation are often as techni
the tax burdens of individuals progressively in
cally complex as they are politically divisive. Be
crease as their incomes rise. When relative tax bur
cause of this, discussions among competing inter
dens decrease as incomes rise a "regressive" tax sys
ests on tax needs and alternatives usually become
tem is in place.
"super-heated" in both rhetoric and emotion.
Another important feature of a good tax system is
One useful method for sifting through the rhetoric
accountability. A system of taxation should permit
is to examine how various state and
taxpayers to hold elected officials responsible for
local taxation measures in Montana
their methods of taxation; any changes in these
compare with the nation as a whole,
methods should result from explicit legislative ac
) as well as with tax systems in sur
tions, rather than from complicated institutional
rounding states. It is also helpful to
arrangements largely hidden from the public.4Tax
examine how taxes have varied over time in rela
systems also should be relatively easy to administer
tion to income conditions in the state. Before makand their effects on both taxpayers and the govern
ing these comparisons, some criteria commonly
ment should be as predictable as possible.

S

Issues in
Montana
Tax Reform
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Figures 1 & 2

Montana's "Tax Effort"
According to ACIR, "tax effort" is a relative
measure o f the degree to which a state uses its
estimated "tax capacity" through its system o f
taxation. Tax capacity is a relative measure o f how
much revenue a state could raise if it imposed
"national average" tax rates on all sources o f state
and local tax revenue. States' tax capacities vary
only in relation to differences in the size o f their tax
bases ~ such as property values, income levels, and
trade sales.
Because Montana has no general sales tax, it
relies heavily upon other tax sources in meeting
revenue requirements.

How a tax system is balanced in terms of state and
local collections also is important. Ideally, this bal
ance should reflect the relative needs of each level of
government for the tax revenues being generated. A
proper balance varies from state to state because the
functional divisions between state and local govern
ment entities varies considerably among states. In
general, public accountability is promoted when tax
revenues spent by a statewide agency are raised by
a statewide effort and revenues spent locally are
raised locally.5

Ratio o f Actual State and Local Taxes
in Montana to the State's Estimated
"Tax Capacity," 1975 - 88

1988 Per Capita Tax Capacity and Revenues
for Selected Tax Bases in Montana

Source: U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
Washington, D.C., 1990.

Diversity of Taxation
In the view of ACIR, a high-quality tax system
also makes use of a diversity of revenue sources. By
relying upon many sources of revenue, a tax system
may be better able to weather unpredictable changes
in the economy. Having a diversified tax system
also spreads the burden of taxation and helps keep
tax rates in any particular area of taxation lower.6
Ordinarily, states that rely heavily upon one area of
taxation also impose relatively high tax rates upon
it. This practice tends to distort private economic de
cisionmaking and can make a state's tax system un-
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competitive in certain areas relative to other states.
Furthermore, since no single form of taxation is
ideal, spreading taxation among several sources re
duces the likelihood that the faults of any one
instrument of taxation will severely constrict and
hamper a state's overall system of taxation.7
There are three major sources of state and local tax
revenue — property taxes, income taxes, and sales
taxes. In the view of some, tax diversification ordi
narily implies that states must rely, almost in equal
amounts, upon each major source of revenue.8
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However, some
critics of strictly
balanced tax sys
tems contend
such systems
don't necessarily
improve overall
equity. For ex
ample, "adding a
sales tax in a non
sales tax state may increase the regressivity of the
tax system," depending upon its design.9
Differences in state and local circumstances also
provide exceptions to this general rule. States with
significant mineral resources, tourism, or other tax
bases that "export" part of the region's tax burden
to nonresidents can take advantage of these reve
nue-raising opportunities (within reason) and re
duce tax burdens on residents without using strictly
balanced tax systems.10These and other factors
must be carefully weighed in considering the per
ceived advantages of greater tax diversification and
balance.

”
...ad d in g a sales tax
in a non-sales tax
state may increase
the regressivity o f the
tax system . . . ”

Fiscal Capacity and Effort in Montana
How does Montana's tax system compare with
other states? ACIR uses a number of methods for
comparing tax systems. One of these involves
notions of "tax capacity" and "tax effort." Tax ca
pacity measures a state's potential for raising tax
revenue from all available revenue sources if it taxes
those sources at national average rates (or rates
averaged from those used by all of the states in the
nation). Considered in this measure are
"twenty-six widely used taxes," including
property taxes, income taxes, and sales
taxes as well as severance taxes and an as
sortment of license taxes. While neither
Montana nor any other state relies upon
all twenty-six taxes, the tax capacity of states meas
ures what states could raise if they did rely upon all
of these and imposed national average tax rates in
doing so.11
Tax effort measures the extent to which a state
makes use of its hypothetical tax capacity (as de
scribed above). Tax effort is calculated by "dividing
a state's actual revenues by its measured tax capac
ity" (both on a per capita basis).12The result is a
ratio which indicates the overall burden on a state's
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tax bases, relative to the national average (which is
always indicated by an index number of 100). Mon
tana's index of tax effort for 1988 is 102 (see figure
1). Thus, the state's effort at collecting tax revenue in
1988 was slightly above the national average. This is
down from 1985's tax effort (107 or 7 percent above
average), but up considerably from 1983 (94 or 6
percent below the national average).
More than anything else, Montana's increasing tax
effort in the 1980s is a reflection of the state econ
omy's declining performance relative to other states,
and a resulting decline in the value of the state's
overall tax base (and tax capacity) relative to other
states — not a reflection of relative increases in state
and local taxation in Montana. In fact, between 1983
and 1986, Montana's measured tax capacity went
from about 5 percent above the national average to
about 12 percent below the national average.

Sources of Taxation in Montana
How much various potential sources of tax reve
nue contribute to Montana's measured tax capacity
and to what degree the state actually relies upon
these sources for revenue is shown in figure 2. For
each major category of taxation, the graph shows
Montana's measured tax capacity for the tax, actual
revenues generated using the tax, and the average
tax capacity for the tax nationwide, all on a per cap
ita basis.
The graph clearly indicates some of the more "sali
ent features" of Montana's tax system. First, it shows
that even though the state collects no general sales
tax revenue (because it doesn't have a general sales
tax), this potential source of revenue as measured by
tax capacity is second only to property taxes in Mon
tana. Second, "it shows that Montana uses the
property tax at a level well above its capacity — that
is, at an effective rate well above the national aver
age."13However, over 20 percent of Montana's tax
able property value in 1988 was accounted for by
mineral proceeds. Third, Montana's capacity for col
lecting personal income taxes is well below average,
a clear reflection of the state's low per capita income.
Figure 3 indicates how Montana's tax collections
compare with those of ten other surrounding states
in the region. Using U.S. Census Bureau data, fiscal
year 1988, revenues for a variety of taxes are shown
on a per capita basis for each state; thus compari
sons of relative tax burdens per person can be made.
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Figure 3

Per Capita Incomes and Taxes
for Montana and Surrounding States

■Taxes b y C a teg ory on a Per C apita B asis, F Y 1988
Property
Per C apita In com e, 1987

Tax

% of

(1988 D ollars)

R even u e

In co m e

$915

WY (6.9%)

$755

OR

$670

MT

(5.3%)
(5.2%*

Individual

G eneral

In co m e T a x % o f

S a le s Tax

% of

S a le s Tax

% of

Tax

% of

R ev en u e

R even u e

In co m e

R even u e

In co m e

R even u e

In co m e

In co m e

S e le ctiv e

S ev era n ce

$16,294

Minnesota (MN)

$644

NE

(4.4%)

$610

MN

(3.7%)

$863

WA (5.3%)

$248

Colorado (CO)

$623

MN

(3.8%)

$464

OR

(3.2%)

$458

SD

(3.6%)

$247

MN (1.5%)
WA (1.5%)

$480

$16,182

$140

MT

(1.1%)

$16,134

Washington (WA)

$604

CO

(3.7%)

$377

UT

(3.2%)

$435

CO

(2.7%)

$226

MT

(1.8%)

$136

ND

(1.0%)

$15,970

United States (Ave)

$538

US

(3.4%)

$359

US

(2.2%)

$428

US

(2.7%)

$208

US

(1.3%)

$18

US

(0.1%)

$14,551

Nebraska (NE)

$538

SD

(4.2%)

$351

CO

(2.2%)

$424

UT

(3.6%)

$186

ND

(1.4%)

$17

UT

(0.1%)

$14,351

Oregon (OR)

$519

WA

(3.2%)

$303

MT

(2.4%)

$395

WY (3.0%)

$184

SD

(1.4%)

$12

SD

Wyoming (WY)

$419

ND

(3.2%)

(0.1%)

$13,247

$280

ID

(2.3%)

$392

MN

(2.4%)

$183

NE

(1.3%)

$ 5

(0.0%)

$13,235

North Dakota (ND)

$400

UT

(3.4%)

CO

$270

NE

(1.9%)

$328

ID

(2.7%)

$169

CO

(1.0%)

$ 2

MN

$12,811

South Dakota (SD)

$357

ID

(2.9%)

(0.0%)

$171

ND

(1.3%)

$326

NE

(2.2%)

$154

ID

(1.3%)

$ 2

NE

(0.0%)

$12,771

M o n ta n a (M T )*

~

g SD

(0.0%)

$321

ND

(2.4%)

$146

OR

(1.0%)

ID

(0.0%)

$12,174

Idaho (ID)

n.t.

WA

(0.0%)

n.t.

MT

(0.0%)

$141

UT

(1.2%)

$ 1
$ 0

WA (0.0%)

$11,899

Utah (UT)

n.t.

WY (0.0%)

n.t.

OR

(0.0%)

$117

WY (0.9%)

$ 0

OR

WY (3.6%)

(0.0%)

n.t. - No tax of this type in the state.
Sources: U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Washington, D.C. (per capita tax revenue estimates), and Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce (per capita income estimates).
“
BEA's per capita income estimate for Montana was adjusted slightly to reflect some income omissions.
bACIR's estimate of state and local tax revenue in Montana incorporates property tax estimates published by the U.S. Census Bureau that are slightly higher than property tax
estimates published by the Montana Department of Revenue and used in subsequent tables in this analysis.
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For further comparison, relate per capita income es
states" on property taxes and doesn't "utilize at all
timates to relative tax burdens.
one of the major sources" of state and local revenue
Montana's state and local tax revenues totaled
— the general sales tax.14If the goal of the state were
$1,538 per person in 1988, ranking it seventh among
to reduce or remove these deviations, two things re
the eleven states in the region (and thirty-first na
quired would be: state adoption of a general sales
tax and property tax relief.
tionally). Montana's total revenues per person
amount to 12 percent of state per capita income,
ranking it fourth among the states in the region
Design of State Sales Taxes
(and eleventh nationally). Per capita income in
Montana is considerably below the national average
In 1975, ACIR developed model legislation for the
and ranks ninth among the eleven states in the re
design
of state sales taxes. In general, sales taxes
gion. Eight of the eleven states in the region (includ
should
be broadly based and not exempt major cate
ing Montana) are below the average nationally in
gories of sales. With a relatively large sales tax base,
total revenue collections.
states are better able to adopt lower nominal tax
In the area of property taxes, per capita revenue in
rates in collecting the desired revenue amount. A
Montana totaled $670, third highest among the states
broad base also makes sales
in the region (and twelfth
tax revenues more respon
nationally). As a percent of
sive to the general rate of
'Montana relies much more
per capita income, Mon
economic growth and sim
tana's property taxes were heavily than most states on
plifies administration in col
fourth highest in the nation
lecting the tax.15
in 1988, trailing only Wyo property taxes and doesn't utilize
According to ACIR, sales
ming, Alaska, and Oregon. at all one o f the m ajor sources o f
tax coverage should include
Conversely, individual in
services as well as final
come tax collections in state and local revenue — the
goods' purchases but
Montana are considerably general sales tax. "
should avoid sales of inter
lower than average nation
mediate goods and materi
ally ($303 per person vs.
als that become components of final goods in order
$359 nationally). The state ranks twenty-eighth nation
to prevent double taxation.16Including services in
ally in income taxes per capita and twenty-fourth in in
the tax base increases the horizontal equity of the tax
come taxes as a percent of income.
(taxing similar economic activities similarly). For ex
Montana and Oregon are two of only five states
ample, "why should drycleaning services be exempt
nationally without a general sales tax (the others are
while retail sales of washing machines and laundry
New Hampshire, Delaware, and Alaska). Washing
detergents are taxed?" Most states are moving to
ton state's sales tax is the highest in the nation on a
ward the inclusion of services in their sales tax bases.
per capita basis. While it has no general sales tax
As the national economy becomes more service-ori
revenue, Montana's selective sales tax revenue to
ented, this inclusion makes the sales tax more re
taled $226 per person, making the state third in the
sponsive to economic growth. Inclusion of services
region and seventeenth nationally.
also helps make sales taxes less regressive.17
Severance tax revenue on mineral production is
Regressivity is an important issue in sales tax de
considerably above average in Montana and two
sign. "The sales tax is generally considered a regres
other states in the region. On a per capita basis, this
sive tax"; that is, it tends to place a greater burden on
revenue in Montana trails only that of Alaska
lower-income individuals than on wealthier ones.
($2,044), Wyoming ($480), and New Mexico ($194),
Purchases of necessities such as food and utilities
and is only slightly greater than North Dakota's
represent a larger share of available resources for
($136).
low-income households than for high-income house
In summary, both ACIR and Census data clearly
holds. Hence, taxes on the sale of such necessities
show two areas where Montana's tax system most
likewise places a greater burden on low-income
deviates from national averages. "By any measure,
households.
Montana relies much more heavily than most
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According to Cohen, states have three
Figure 4
primary means for reducing the regresMajor Features of General Sales Taxes
sivity of sales taxes. The first involves
adopting a progressive income tax to
for States in the Region
offset the regressive effects of a sales
------ Sales Tax Exemptions ------tax. However, this approach does have
Prescription
Consumer
Related
problems. For instance, there may not
Tax Rate Food
Drugs
Clothing Utility Bills Tax Credit
be a clear match between taxpayers
Washington
6.5%
X
X
subject to the sales tax and those sub
Minnesota
6.0%
X
X
X
X
North Dakota
6.0%
X
X
X
ject to the income tax. Also, how one
Utah
5.1%
X
tax serves to offset another may not be
X
X
Idaho
5.0%
X
X
X
Nebraska
4.0%
readily understood by the public.
Dakota
4.0%
X
X
Moreover, extensive adjustments in in South
Colorado
3.0%
X
X
X
come tax rates of this type "may detract W yoming
3.0%
X
X
Oregon
' 1
Mo general sales tax
from other objectives such as economic
Mo general sales tax
Montana
—
growth."18
U.S. Median Rate 5.0%
Another mechanism for providing
Sources: U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Washington, D.C. (information current as of
sales tax relief is the use of the sales tax October, 1989).
exemptions. The most common types
states nationally is 5 percent.
of sales tax exemptions used by states include ex
emptions for purchases of food, prescription drugs,
and clothing, and for payment of utility bills. H ow
Instituting Property Tax Relief
ever, while these exemptions serve to reduce reAs with sales taxes, property taxes can be quite re
gressivity in sales taxes, they can also significantly
gressive. They may "impose special hardships on
reduce the overall size of a sales tax base, thereby
homeowners" with fixed or declining incomes such
requiring a higher tax rate to achieve the same reve
as retired persons whose property wealth may be
nue objective. Of the forty-five states now using a
high in relation to their current incomes. States use
general sales tax, twenty-seven exempt food, fortya wide variety of measures in providing property
four exempt prescription drugs, twenty-six exempt
tax relief. These include direct measures such as cir
utility bills, and six exempt clothing.19
cuit breakers (credits or rebates for portions of prop
A third mechanism for sales tax relief is the tax
erty tax liabilities in excess of a certain percent of
credit (a credit against what otherwise must be paid
household income), homestead exemptions (exemp
in income taxes or a credit paid as a separate re
tions for certain amounts of the assessed value or
fund). If used in conjunction with income taxes, this
tax for certain households), property tax deferrals,
credit should be payable to individuals even if they
and
use of property classification systems in identi
pay no income taxes (such as with extremely lowfying
some classes of property for tax relief. A vari
income individuals). The credit also can be a fixed
ety of indirect measures also are used.22
amount or can be phased out as income rises.20
Many states using homestead exemptions extend
The principal advantage in using a tax credit
these exemptions to all homeowners, thus failing to
rather than tax exemptions is that tax relief can be
"target property tax relief for those who need it
targeted more precisely to low-income households.
most."
A homestead exemption targeted to low-in
For a fixed amount of state revenue loss, more of it
come
households,
such as Montana uses, alleviates
can be directed to benefit low-income households.
this
problem.
However,
"homestead exemptions
The principal drawback of a tax credit is that it
also miss low-income renters who may be paying
gives low-income persons sales tax relief only after
property taxes passed on by landlords."23
they pay more for taxed consumer items — rather
ACIR has long supported the use of state-financed
than providing the more immediate tax relief
circuit breakers. As its name implies, a circuit pre
achieved with exemptions.21Figure 4 indicates
vents property tax "overloads" for certain house
some major features of general sales taxes for states
holds without cutting off revenue from those able to
in the region. The median general sales tax among
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period, state tax collections on a per capita basis
climbed to nearly 13 percent of state per capita in
come (see figure 7). Relating total state taxes to total
personal income in this way is one method for gaug
ing the overall state tax burden.
However, the state's economy has been on the
mend in recent years. Total personal income in con
stant dollars has increased each year since 1985.
While it still lags behind national levels, real income
in Montana on a per capita basis increased by over
13 percent between 1985 and 1989. Meanwhile, per
capita tax revenue in constant dollars has fallen
slightly. As a result, state tax revenue per capita as a
percent of per capita income has declined in recent
years, falling to less than 12 percent since 1987.
If the state's economy continues to gradually im
prove and remain healthy, the climate for careful
and prudent reevaluation of critical tax reform
issues by state policy makers may improve
as well. D

Figure 7

pay. While these devices can be administratively
complicated, circuit breakers better target relief to
low-income households.24

Changing Overall Tax Burden
State Taxes Per Capita as a Percent of
Per Capita Incom e in Montana

Conclusion
There are many ways of judging the relative mer
its of alternative tax policies and alternative overall
systems of state and local taxation. No system is
without limitations and, at best, policymakers can
only weigh the pluses and minuses of various op
tions in attempting to devise and adopt a good over
all tax system.
The political climate created by a struggling state
economy both undermines and necessitates critical
examination of the system of taxation. As shown in
Figure 5, total personal income in Montana in infla
tion-adjusted dollars grew little or not at all during
the early and mid-1980s. Moreover, a once-expand
ing population base has been declining. During this

24

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, University o f
Montana. Using Montana Dept, o f Revenue tax data, taxes for a given
fiscal year are related to personal incom e in the previous calendar year.

Note: Figure 8 indicates the tax totals used in this analysis.
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T otal state tax collections in Montana in
inflation-adjusted dollars have declined slightly in
recent years, from over $1.3 billion in 1985 to
almost $1.2 billion in 1989. In recent years,
property taxes have accounted for about 40 percent
of total tax collections with the rest accounted for
by various non-property taxes.
The largest source o f non-property tax revenue
is individual income taxes. The second largest
source is various mineral taxes, (including the coal
and oil and gas severance taxes), although these
taxes have declined considerably in recent years,
largely as a result o f declining oil severance taxes.
Between 1985 and 1989, individual income
taxes in Montana increased by about 28 percent
(in inflation-adjusted dollars). During the same
period, total personal income grew by nearly 10
percent.

Testim ony o f C arol Cohen, sen ior analyst, U.S. A dv isory C om m ission
on Intergovernmental Relations, W ashington D.C., b efore the Montana
Tax Reform Coalition, Dec. 11,1989 (transcript), p.l.
2ibid, p.2.
3ibid, p.3.
"ibid, pp3-4.
5ibid, p .5.
*ibid, p.4.
7ibid, pp.4-5.
“
ibid, pp.5-6.
’
ibid, p.6.
10ibid, p .7.
"ibid, p.8.
,2ibid, p.9.
13ibid, p.9.

"ibid,
I5ibid,
16ibid,
I7ibid,
'“
ibid,
19ibid,
“ibid,
2'ibid,
“ibid,
^ b id ,
"ibid,

pp.10-11.
p.ll.
p.12
p.12.
p.13
pp.13-14.
p.14.
p.14.
p.16.
p.16.
p.17.

Source: Montana Dept, o f Revenue (published an d un publish ed data)
and Bureau o f Business and E con om ic Research, U niversity o f Montana.
Estimates o f levied property taxes published b y the Montana Depart
ment o f Revenue. A bout 95 percent o f property taxes are spen t locally.
Estimates o f all state and local tax revenue other than property taxes
reported by the U.S. C en su s Bureau (Governmental Finances). Non-tax
revenue sources are excluded.
. e l u d e s coal severance taxes, oil and ga s severance taxes, resource
mdemnity trust taxes, and m etal and m icaceous mineral m ine license
taxes. Property taxes paid b y mineral produ cers are not included.
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Figures 11,12 & 13

Elements of Montana's
Property Tax System

Assessed and Taxable Property Value

Billions o f
1988 Dollars

Components of the Property Tax Base

Property Taxes Actually Levied
According to Recipients

Taxable property in Montana was revalued in
1978 and 1986 to bring it in line with changing
market values, Statuory tax rates are applied to
various classes o f property in determining how
much o f their assessed value is taxable in a given
year. Property taxes actually levied then are deter
mined by applying local mill levies to this property
tax base.
In constant dollars, the total taxable value o f
property in Montana has declined in recent years,
falling from about $2.6 billion in 1985 to $1.8
billion in 1989 and to $1.4 billion in 1990.
The taxable value o f mineral net and gross
proceeds (including oil and gas, metal and nonmetal minerals, and coal proceeds) has accounted
for a significant portion o f the state s property tax
base, including over 30 percent o f it in 1986. How
ever, by 1989 this share had declined considerably
-- largely as a result o f the declining value o f oil
and gas production. Montana's property tax base
was significantly reconstituted in 1990 when most
types o f mineral proceeds tax were reclassified for
tax purposes.
Total property taxes levied have declined since
1986, falling nearly 15 percent in inflationadjusted dollars. Over half o f property tax revenue
goes to local school districts.

Source: Montana Dept, o f Revenue (published and unpublished data)
and Bureau o f Business and E con om ic Research, University o f Montana.
•Taxable property is revalued periodically to reflect changing market
values. The next revaluation w ill occu r in 1991.
•This category o f property includes residential property.
‘
Includes m iscellaneous special pu rp ose districts and the state university
mileage.
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